satisfy Re(X(#, t\ z)) < -8<0 for |s| =1, independent of (x, t).
Define Lg ,w,1 (£ w x(0, R)) to be the closure in the class of distributions of E n+1 f of the functions w£C 0 w (£ w x(0, oo)) with respect to the norm:
Concerning the coefficients of (1), assume that: The proof of this theorem is based upon the following representation of the operator L: (I% m 
where I is the identity matrix; 
Ki (u) = lim I I Ki (x, t;x -y y t -~ s)u(y, s) dyds,
Here i^i is a matrix of singular integral operators, as defined in Abstract 65T-69, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 12 (1965) ; while:
||Â"2|| 1 ~ ess sup X I I K* (%> t\ y, s) I dy ds
The proof consists in showing that I+K is actually an isomorphism from (L*>(E n x(0 t R))) M onto (I>(£ w x(0, R))) M and hence the problem is reduced to studying the operator (( -l) mf2 A ml2 +d/dt)I. The theorem establishes existence and uniqueness for generalized solutions with initial condition zero. For the general initial value problem, the decomposition (2) reduces the problem to the operator (( -l)»' 2 A m/2 +9/3QI, with the same initial condition.
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